Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Chris Clements

Session date

23 Jul 2014

Team/Age Group
Time available

Possession to improve vision going to goal
Theme

NOTES
4+4v4 in the 25x25 yard grid. 2 groups try and keep possession of the ball against the third grid.
The group that loses the ball become the defenders.

Click to insert session diagram

CP- Defending team has to transition quickly to put pressure on the ball. Defending team needs to
not get split and press as a team. Team needs the attitude to defend with passion.

Same as above but now the teams are playing to goal after 4 consecutive passes. Both teams that
are in possession of the ball get a point if a goal is scored. 3 5min games losers run a shuttle.
CP- Same as above focus is on the transition onto defense. Recognize that as the passes increase
the desire to win the ball has to increase also.
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Six Goal Game
40x60 yard area with 3, 3yard goals along the length of the field. One goal in the center and 2
goals 10yards in from the outside. Game is 6v6 one team playing a 2-4 and the other playing 4-2
switch formation after each game. A GK is positioned behind the goal that is closest to the play so
they can't score in that goal. The team playing in a 2-4 needs to have the Midfield carry the load of
the responcibility of the attacking play. In a 4-2 the outside backs will need to attack the flanks to
help in the attack.
CP- High Pressure in the attacking third to keep the ball away from your goals. Don't let a goal be
scored unless its a counter attack. In the attack look to play quickly and attack the open space,
you have to get numbers forward.

44X30 yard field three teams 2 teams playing 1 team off. All players off the field have a ball on the
sidelines. Ball goes out it starts with a player on the side line. Rotate team after every goal. First
team to 5 wins.
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First game have to get 3 consecutive passes before going to goal
Second game open play
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